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Elements EL9 and EL10 are general purpose programs for
steel members subjected to cyclic buckling, or cyclic end
moment-buckling, respectively. These elements are de¬
veloped for use with DRAIN-2D computer program. This
manual describes the essential features of these two new
elements along with their FORTRAN listing. The develop¬
ment of axial load-axial displacement hysteresis model




The computer programs for the Buckling Element (EL9)
and End Moment-Buckling Element (EL10) have been written
on the basis of analytical and experimental research
conducted at the University of Michigan over the period
of past ten years. The financial assistance for the
current effort was provided by the National Science
Foundation, Grant ENV 76-82209 and the American Iron and
Steel Institute, Project 301. Constructive suggestions
from American Iron and Steel Institute Task Force on
Project 301, Earthquake Resistant Design of Braced Steel
Frame Structures, consisting of A. L. Collin, L. W. Lu,
M. H. Mark, W. A. Milek, Jr., D. R. Sherman, E. P. Popov
and L. A. Wyllie, Jr., were very helpful. Special thanks
are due to Professor R. D. Hanson for introducing the idea
of writing subroutine VRTX9. The authors are also thankful
to Dr. J. B. Scalzi of NSF and Mr. A. C. Kuentz of AISI
for the encouragement they provided in carrying out this
research.
For compatability and consistency, the format of
presentation of this manual has been styled after the other
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Tall braced frame structures are constructed in
seismically active regions throughout the world. Such
frames are generally more efficient in terms of lateral
stiffness per unit volume of material than open moment
resisting steel frames. American Petroleum Institute
Code (API-RP2A, Ref. 1) now contains strength and ductility
requirements for offshore braced steel platforms. The
strength requirements insure that the structure is ade¬
quately sized for strength and stiffness to maintain all
nominal stresses within yield or buckling for the level
of earthquake activity which is normally expected during
the life of the structure. The ductility requirements
are intended to insure that the structure has sufficient
energy absorption capacity to prevent its collapse during
rare intense earthquake motions. Bracing members are
considered effective earthquake resistant elements as they
help satisfy the above two requirements when used in a
frame.
Different member arrangements and proportions are
used in braced frames (3,4,5). Bracing arrangements may
be either concentric or eccentric type. The connections
of bracing members may be designed as simple or moment
resistant. The members in the former situation are gen¬
erally treated as primarily axially loaded, whereas, the
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2latter type may develop significant end moments.
In past studies of braced frames, the hysteresis
behavior of primarily axially loaded bracing members has
been modeled in one of several ways, such as: elastic
in tension and compression (Figure la), tension-only
elastic model (Figure lb), tension-yield and compression-
yield (Figure 1c), or tension-yield and compression-
buckling (Figure Id). These models neglected the energy
dissipation characteristics of bracing members in the post-
buckling range. Later, Higginbotham and Hanson (Ref. 2,
Figure le), Nilforoushan (Ref. 12, Figure If), Prathuangsit
(Ref. 14), Singh (Ref. 15, Figure Ig), Wakabayashi (Ref. 17),
and Marshall (Ref. 10, Figure Ih) presented hysteresis
models which represented the post-buckling behavior of
bracing members in a more realistic manner. Experimental
studies (3,8) on small specimens have pointed out two
significant characteristics in the hysteresis behavior
which were not included in these analytical models. These
characteristics are: increase in member length and
reduction in compressive strength with number of cycles.
Jain (Ref. 3, Figure 2) presented a hysteresis model which
accounts for these two parameters. Minor changes have
been made in this model and the latest version is described
in Chapter 2 of this manual. This model is called as
Buckling Element (EL9) for use in DRAIN-2D Computer pro¬
gram (9) .
There is one model available for primarily end
3(a) Elastic Tension — Compression Model
(b) Elastic Tension — Only Model
gure 1 Axial .Load. — Displacement Behavior
(c) Yield in Tension and Compression
(d) Yield in Tension , Buckling in Compression
Figure i - Axial Load - Displacement Behavior (Cont.)
5(e) HIGGINBOTHAM AND HANSON , Ref. 2
(f) NILFOROUSHA.N, Ref. 12
Figure 1 - Axial Load-Displacement Behavior (cont.)
(9) Singh, Ref. 15
(h) Marshall, Ref. 10














8moment resisting members and is known as beam-column
element (Ref. 9, Figure 3). This model does not consider
buckling and, therefore, should be used for full moment
connected (or rigid-connected) non-buckling type bracing
or column members.
Jain (3) analyzed 18 concentrically braced (X and K)
and eccentrically braced (open or split K) frames under
monotonic elastic, monotonic inelastic and dynamic loading
conditions. The purpose of this analysis was (i) to
determine the situations in which end moments dominate
over axial forces in bracing members and vice versa, and
(ii) to develop an understanding of the inelastic dynamic
response of these frames with different member proportions.
It was concluded that there is a need to develop a hystere¬
sis model for rigid-connected buckling type steel members.
Such a model has been developed by combining buckling
element (EL9) and beam-column element (EL2) and is des¬
cribed in Chapter 3 of this manual. This model is called
as End Moment-Buckling Element (EL10) for use in DRAIN-2D
computer program (9).
DRAIN-2D COMPUTER PROGRAM
DRAIN-2D is a general purpose computer program for
the inelastic response of plane structures subjected to
earthquake forces, and was developed by Kannan and Powell
(9). The program concepts and features are described in
Reference 9. User's Guide (13) describes the extensions
made to the program and presents input data procedures.
Figure 3 - Beam-Column Model, Ref. 9
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This manual supplements References 3, 9 and 13, and should
be used in conjunction with them. For compatibility the
format of presentation in this manual has also been styled
after these references. The procedure followed in adding
the new elements EL9 and EL10 to the DRAIN-2D conforms to
Chapter 4 of Reference 9. The four main subroutines
developed for each element are as follows. The number
at the end of the subroutine name corresponds to the
element type.
1. INEL9, INEL10: Input and initialization of
element data.
2. STIF9, STIF10: Calculation of element tangent
stiffness at different time steps.
3. RESP9, RESP10: Determination of increments of
element deformations (strains) and forces (stress¬
es) , determination of yield status, and output of
time history results. This may be called as
"state determination phase".
4. OUT9, OUTIO: Output of final envelope values for
element deformations and forces.
This arrangement is used in DRAIN-2D program and is
taken directly from it. The variable names have been kept
the same as for other elements (9,15) . FORTRAN listing
for elements EL9 and EL10 are given in Appendices A-l and
A-2, respectively. Several COMMENT statements are given
for understanding the underlying logic. These programs
have been used on AMDAHL 470V/6 computer at the University
11
of Michigan using MTS. It is believed that they can be
easily used on other systems.
If the user has other element subroutines which are
also called either EL9 or EL10, then the suffix 9 or 10
from all the subroutines of these elements including CALL
statements should be changed. The new suffix should be
less than 10, otherwise, significant additions and changes
would have to be made in the main DRAIN-2D program (Cards
B to AB) in order to accomodate more than ten elements.
CHAPTER 2
BUCKLING ELEMENT (EL9)
Singh (15) presented a multilinear hysteresis model
(EL7) for axially loaded pin-ended bracing members and used
in the seismic analysis of multistory braced frames. Jain,
Goel and Hanson (7) compared their experimental hysteresis
curves with analytical curves obtained by using Singh's
model and suggested that this model could be improved if
modifications were made in compression envelope and tension
envelope regions to include the change in compression loads
and residual elongation. The new buckling model accounts
for these two parameters, yet, retains the simplicity of
Singh's model.
The buckling model is described in the following
section. Tension load and displacement are taken as
positive, and compression load and displacement are taken
as negative.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Assuming that an initially straight member is loaded
first in tension, the member follows segment AE elastically
as shown in Figure 4a (computer print out code for this
segment = 0). The member yields at E and follows segment
EE1 (Code = 9). If the direction of displacement is
reversed at E1, the member unloads elastically, parallel
to the initial elastic slope AE (code = 0). Continued


























at point B. The load at point B corresponds to the first
cycle buckling load Pyr for the member which is significant¬
ly higher than the buckling load Pvnc used for subsequent
cycles. After buckling at point B the member follows
segment BC (code = 1). The point C corresponds to a com¬
pression displacement equal to five times the tension
yield displacement Ay of the member (Ref. 3). If the
direction of axial displacement is reversed at L, the
member follows segment LL' (code = 2), parallel to the ini¬
tial elastic slope AB until it hits the post-buckling load
level, Pync- However, if the direction of axial displace¬
ment is reversed at L', the member follows segment L'L"




Once the member hits the post-buckling load level
P
_ , it comes out of Subroutine VRTX9 and reenters into the
ync
main Subroutine RESP9 for further state determination
(Figure 4b).
From point C or L", continued compression results
in segment CD or L"D, respectively (code = 3). If the
direction of axial displacement is reversed at D, it
results in compression load decreasing to zero and followed
by an increasing tensile load along the path DFE" (code = 4
for segment DF and code = 8 for segment FE").
To locate the point F, a line A"F' is drawn from the
new origin A" (a!A" = E*E") at a slope of 1/3 times the
-H
(a) (b)
Figure 5 - Deformations and Displacements
dw-|
gure 6 - Displacement for Geometric Stiffness
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ELEMENT STIFFNESS
The tangent stiffness in term of deformations is
eta
dS = -±- dv
or, {dS}= [kT] tiv}
2.4
2.5
where, ET = tangent modulus in current state, and A =
element cross sectional area.
The tangent stiffness in terms of nodal displacements
is
[Kt] = [a]1 [kT] [a]
where, [a] is given by equations 2.2 and 2.3.
The geometric stiffness in the element coordinates





or, in terms of nodal displacements
[Kg] = [a1]T [kG] [a±]
















FIXED END AND INITIAL FORCES
The effects of static loads applied along the element
length rather than at the nodes can be taken into account
by specifying fixed end force patterns. Static thermal
effects can also be considered in the same way. The
forces to be specified are the forces on the element ends
required to prevent them from displacing, with the sign
convention shown in Figure 7. If axial forces having
different magnitudes at ends i and j are specified, the
average value is assumed for determining the yield status
of the element and for computing the geometric stiffness.
Elements may be stressed under static load but it
may be incorrect or inconvenient to determine the element
forces by applying static loads to the structure. To
allow for such cases, provision is made for initial forces
to be specified in the elements. These forces will
typically be the forces in the elements under static load¬
ing as calculated by a separate analysis. For consistency,
they should be in equilibrium with the static load produc¬
ing them, but this is not essential. The computer program
does not make corrections for any equilibrium unbalance
resulting from the specification of initial forces.
To satisfy the requirement that the structure remain
elastic under static loading, the initial element forces
should be less than the yield strengths of the element.
If desired, static loads as well as initial forces may be
specified. The element forces will then be the sum of the
21
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(a) CODE = 0 (b) CODE
Figure 7 - End Clamping and Initial Forces
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initial forces and those due to the static loads. The
geometric stiffness effect is not included in the static
analysis.
OUTPUT RESULTS
The following results are printed for the static
loading condition (time = 0) and at each output time if
a time history is requested. The static results are output
for all elements, and the time history results for only
those elements for which time histories are requested.
1. Yield code: 0 to 9 as explained earlier in
Figures 4a and 4b.
2. Axial force, tension positive.
3. Net axial extension.
4. Accumulated positive and negative plastic ex¬
tensions up to the current time.
These accumulated deformations are computed by
accumulating the plastic extensions during all positive
and negative plastic excursions. These accumulated
deformations, together with the maximum positive and
negative total extensions, provide information on the
amount of plastic deformation imposed on the element.
The maximum positive and negative values of axial force,
maximum positive and negative extension and accumulated
plastic extension are printed at the time intervals
requested for results envelopes. The times at which




E9. BUCKLING ELEMENTS - EL9
Number of words of information per element = 53.
E9(a). CONTROL INFORMATION FOR GROUP (415) - ONE CARD
Columns 5: Punch 9 (to indicate that group consists
of buckling elements).
6-10: Number of elements in group.
11 - 15: Number of different element stiffness
types (max. 40). See Section E9(b).
16 - 20: Number of different fixed end force patterns
(max. 40). See Section E9(c).
E9(b). STIFFNESS TYPES (15, 7F10.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH STIFFNESS TYPE
Columns 1-5: Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning
with 1.
6-15: Young's modulus of elasticity.
16 - 25: Average cross sectional area.
26 - 35: Tension yield force, P
yp
36 - 45: Compression yield force, P^n (first cycle)
46 - 55: Radius of gyration
56 - 65: Effective length factor
66 - 75: Strength reduction factor, PHI
E9(c). FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS (215, 4F10.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH
FIXED END FORCE PATTERN
Omit if there are no fixed end forces. See Figure 7.
Columns 1-5: Pattern number, in sequence beginning with 1.
10: Axis code, as follows:
24
Code = 0: Forces are in the element
coordinate system, as in
Figure 7a.
Code = 1: Forces are in the global
coordinate system, as in
Figure 7b.
Columns 11 - 20: Clamping force F ." 1
21 - 30: Clamping force Vi
31 - 40: Clamping force F .
J
41 - 50: Clamping force V.
J
E9(d). ELEMENT GENERATION COMMANDS (915, 2F5.0, F10.0) - ONE CARD
FOR EACH GENERATION COMMAND
Elements must be specified in increasing numerical order.
Cards for the first and last elements must be included. See Note 7
of User's Guide (13) for explanation of generation procedure.
Columns 1-5: Element number, or number of first element
in a sequentially numbered series of element:
to be generated bv this command.
6-10: Node number of element end i.
11 - 15: Node number of element end j.
16 - 20: Node number increment for element generation
If zero or blank, assumed to be equal to 1.
21 - 25: Stiffness type number.
30: Code for including geometric stiffness.
Punch 1 if geometric stiffness is to be
included. Leave blank or punch zero if
geometric stiffness is to be ignored.
35: Time history outout code. If a time history
25
of element results is not required for the
elements covered by this command, punch
zero or leave blank. If a time history
printout, at the intervals specified on
card Dl, is required, punch 1.
Colums 36 - 40: Fixed end force pattern number for static
dead loads on element. Leave blank if
there are no dead loads. See note below.
41 - 45: Fixed end force pattern number for static
live load on element. Leave blank if there
are no live loads.
46 - 50: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end
forces due to static dead loads. Leave
blank if there are no dead loads.
51 - 55: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end
forces due to static live loads. Leave
blank if there are no live loads.
56 - 65: Initial axial force on element, tension
positive.
NOTE: If static load code, Card CI, is zero but fixed end forces
are still specified for some elements, an inconsistency results.
In effect any such fixed end forces will be treated as initial
element forces.
CHAPTER 3
END MOMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENT (EL10)
The end moment-buckling element is a combination of
beam-column element (EL2) and buckling element (EL9).
This element considers the interaction between the end
moments and axial force in the beam-column component EL2,
the axial force being determined by the buckling element
EL9. In this formulation, the flexural stiffness is
assumed to be independent of the axial force. Workman (18)
studied the influence of axial force-flexural stiffness
interaction in the elastic state on the seismic response
of braced steel frames. He concluded that the effect of
this interaction was not significant for the structural
response. Nigam (11) proposed a more consistent pro¬
cedure for considering the interaction between forces
existing at sections where yielding occurs, but it is very
complex and, therefore, not considered for this inter¬
active element EL10. It is believed that the axial force-
end moment interaction as modeled herein should be
adequate for practical applications.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
End moment-buckling element has six degrees of
freedom and may be arbitrarily oriented in the X-Y plane.
The element possess axial and flexural stiffnesses.
Variable cross-sections can be considered by specifying
average area and appropriate flexural stiffness
26









Figure 9 - Deformations and Displacsments
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coefficients. Flexural shear deformations can also be
taken into account.
Strain hardening is considered in the moment-rotation
relationship but not in the axial force-axial displacement
relationship. Strain hardening is approximated by as¬
suming that the element consists of elastic and elasto-
plastic components in parallel as shown in Figure 8.
Flexural yielding may take place only in concentrated
plastic hinges at the ends of the element. The plastic
hinges in the elasto-plastic component rotate under
constant moment, but the moment in the elastic component
may continue to increase.
The plastic moment capacities may be specified to be
different at the two ends of an element and also for
positive and negative bending at each end. If tension
yield and compression strengths are different at the two
ends of an element, minimum values of tension yield and
compression strengths are used.
Static loads applied along any element length may be
taken into account by specifying fixed end force values.
The results of separate static load analyses can be
imposed by specifying initial force values.
Large displacement effects may be approximated in the
dynamic analysis by including simple geometric stiffnesses
based on the element axial forces under static load.
ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS
An end moment-buckling element has three modes of
29
deformation, namely axial extension, flexural rotation
at end i, and flexural rotation at end j. The displacement
transformation relating increments of deformation and


























or, {dv}= [a] {dr} 3.2
As for the- buckling element, X, Y and L are assumed
to remain constant.
A plastic hinge forms when the moment in the elasto-
plastic component of the element reaches its plastic
moment. A hinge is then introduced into this component,
the elastic component remaining unchanged. The measure
of flexural plastic deformation is the plastic hinge
rotation.
For any increments of total flexural rotation, dv2
and dv^, the corresponding increments of plastic hinge











where, A, B, C and D are given in Table 1.
Unloading occurs at a hinge when the increment in hinge
rotation is opposite in sign to that of the bending
moment.
Inelastic axial deformations obey the same hysteresis
law as the Buckling Element EL9 does (Figures 4a and 4b).
INTERACTION SURFACES
The End Moment-Buckling Element uses two types of
interaction surfaces. For axial force-axial displacement
interaction, it uses the same as used by Buckling Element
EL9. For axial force-end moment interaction it uses the
envelope as shown in Figure 10.
Knowing the axial deformations, the program first
determines the axial state of the element as for EL9.
It calculates the axial force and the unbalanced axial
force, if any. Then, it calculates the yield moment by
using the axial force-moment interaction curve as for beam-
column element EL2. If the moment lies on or outside the
surface, a plastic hinge is introduced at that end.
Combinations outside the yield surface are permitted only
temporarily, being compensated for by applying corrective
loads in the succeeding time step (Figures 11a and lib).
Once the axial load in the post-buckling range
becomes equal to Pync/ the program redefines the four
branches of M-P interaction curve in the compression
region as shown in Figure 10. Maximum compressive





Similarly for B and D
COM P.









• t + At
M
(b)
Figure 11 - Equilibrium Correction for Yield Surface
Overshoot
(a) CODE = 0 (b) CODE = 1
Figure 12 - End Clamping and Initial Forces
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at P . When the axial load is either P (axial yield
ync yp
code = 9-) , P^n or Pync (axial yield code = 3) , the member
behaves as a pin-ended member in bending.
ELEMENT STIFFNESS
The element deformations and displacements are shown
in Figures 9a and 9b. The axial stiffness is given by
EtA
dsi - -r avi
where, Erp = tangent modulus in current state, and A =
average cross sectional area.

















where, I = reference moment of inertia; and k.., k.., k..
ii 13 33
are coefficients which depend on the cross section vari¬
ation. For a uniform element, I = actual moment of
inertia, k.. = k.. = 4, and k.. = 2. The coefficients
ii 33 13
must be specified by the program user, and may, if desired,
account for such effects as shear deformations and non-
rigid end connections as well as cross section variations.
After one or more hinges form, the coefficients for
the elasto-plastic component change to k^, k^. and k'.,
as follows:
kf. = k..(1-A) - k..C
xi 11 13
• kij = kij d~D) - kiiB






COEFFICIENTS FOR PLASTIC ROTATIONS
Yield Condition
COEFFICIENT
A B C D








0 0 kiJ/k:i 1
Plastic hinges at
both ends i and j
1 0 0 1
Note:
Stiffness Coefficients k.., k.., and k.. are defined by
J J J
Equation 3.5
where, A, B, C and D are defined in Table 1.
Stiffness in term of nodal displacements is obtained
as
[Kt] = [a]T [kT] [a] 3.9
where, [a] is given by equations 3.1 and 3.2.
The geometric stiffness used is exactly the same as
for the buckling element. This is not the exact geometric
stiffness for an end moment-buckling element, but is
sufficiently accurate for taking into account the P-A
effect in building frames.
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FIXED END AND INITIAL FORCES
Static loads applied along the lengths of end moment-
buckling elements may be taken into account by specifying end
clamping forces as shown in Figure 12. These forces are
those which must act on the element ends to prevent end
displacement.
Initial member forces may be specified for structures
in which static analyses are carried out separately. The
sign convention for these forces is as shown in Figure 12a.
These forces are not converted to loads on the nodes of
the structure but simply used to initialize the element
end actions. Any end forces due to other loadings are
then added to the initial forces.
Initial element forces may be specified in addition
to static nodal loads and element end clamping forces in
which case the element forces due to the static loading are
added to the initial forces. The geometric stiffness, if
used, is based on the initial axial force plus any axial
force due to static loading, and is included only for the
dynamic loading, not for the static loading.
Fixed end and initial forces are defined as standard
patterns, and each element can be identified with a
standard pattern for dead load fixed end force, live
load fixed end force and initial force. In addition




Live load reductions based on area supported may
have important effects in buildings and, therefore, should
be taken into account. The fixed end forces specified
for any element, after scaling by the factors specified
for the element, should account for any live load
reductions permitted for that element.
The fixed end forces for any element will, when
changed in sign, constitute static loadings on the nodes
to which the element connects, and these loadings are
taken into account by the program. Frequently, however,
the live load reduction factor permitted for a column in
a building will exceed that for the beams it supports,
because columns support tributary loads from several
floors. Therefore, if the full live load fixed end
shears for each beam are applied at the structure nodes
the accumulated loads on the columns may be unnecessarily
large. This could be compensated for by reducing the
fixed end shears to provide the correct column loads
but the shear forces computed for the beams would then
be too low. A preferable approach is to take advantage
of the live load reduction factors which may be specified
with the fixed end force patterns and are used as follows.
For initialization of the element shear and axial
forces the full specified fixed end forces are used.
However, for computation of the static loads on the nodes
connected to the element, the fixed end shear and axial
37
forces due to live load (but not the moments) are first
multiplied by the specified reduction factor. The forces
producing axial loads in the columns may, therefore,
be reduced to account for difference in permissible live
load reductions between the beams and columns, yet the
shear forces computed for the beams will still be correct.
The reduction factor is ignored for dead loads.
SHEAR DEFORMATIONS
If desired, effective flexural shear areas may be
specified. The program then modifies the flexural stiff¬
ness to account for the additional shear deformations.
However, the fixed end forces are not changed, so that if
shear deformations may be important the specified fixed
end force patterns should take these deformations into
account.
OUTPUT RESULTS
The following results are printed for the static
loading condition (all elements, time = 0) and at each
output time if a time history is requested. The time-
history results are output only for those elements for
which time histories are requested.
1. Yield Code:
(a) Flexural yield code (at each end of an
element). Zero indicates the element end
is elastic, and 1 indicates that a plastic
hinge has formed.
38
(b) Axial yield code (for the whole element).
0 to 9 as shown in Figures 4a and 4b.
2. Bending moment, shear force and axial force
acting at each end of an element, with the sign
convention as shown in Figure 12a.
3. Current plastic hinge rotations at each end.
4. Accumulated positive and negative plastic hinge
rotations up to the current time.
5. Net axial extension, positive means extension,
negative means shortening.
The maximum positive and negative values of bending
moment, shear force, axial force, plastic hinge rotations
and axial extension, with their time of occurrence, are
printed at the time intervals requested for envelopes.
The envelope values of accumulated positive and negative
plastic hinge rotations (PRACP(2), PRACN(2)) as well as of
accumulated positive and negative axial elongations (VPACP,
VPACN) are not printed, although they are computed within
the program. Program users interested in these values can




E10. END MOMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS - EL10
Number of words of information per element = 170.
ElO(a) CONTROL INFORMATION FOR GROUP (615) - ONE CARD.
Columns 1-5: Punch 10 (to indicate that group consists
of end moment-buckling elements).
6-10: Number of elements in group.
11 - 15: Number of different element stiffness types
(max. 40). See Sections E10(b) and E10(c).
16 - 20: Number of different yield interaction
surfaces for cross sections (max. 40).
See Section E10(d).
21 - 25: Number of different fixed end force
patterns (max. 35). See Section E10(e).
26 - 30: Number of different initial element force
patterns (max. 30). See Section E10(f).
E10(b). STIFFNESS TYPES (15, 4F10.0, 3F5.0, 2F10.0) - ONE CARD
FOR EACH STIFFNESS TYPE.
Columns 1-5: Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning
with 1.
6-15: Young's modulus of elasticity.
16 - 25: Strain hardening modulus, as a proportion
of Young's modulus.
26 - 35: Average cross sectional area.
36 - 45: Reference moment of inertia.
46 - 50: Flexural stiffness factor k^.
40
Columns 51 - 55: Flexural stiffness factor k...
33
56 - 60: Flexural stiffness factor k...
13
61 - 70: Effective shear area. Leave blank or
punch zero if shear deformations are to be
ignored, or if shear deformations have
already been taken into account in computing
the flexural stiffness factors.
71 - 80: Poisson's ratio (used for computing shear
modulus, and required only if shear
deformations are to be considered).
E10(c). INPUT RADIUS OF GYRATION, K AND PHI FACTORS (15, 3F10.0) -
ONE CARD FOR EACH STIFFNESS TYPE
Columns 1-5: Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning
with 1.
6-15: Radius of gyration.
16 - 25: Effective length factor.
26 - 35: Strength reduction factor, PHI.
ElO(d). CROSS SECTION M-P YIELD INTERACTION SURFACES (15, 4F10.0,
4F5.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH YIELD SURFACE.
See Figure 10 for explanation.
Columns 1-5: Yield surface number, in sequence beginning
with 1.
6-15: Positive plastic moment, M
p+
16 - 25: Negative plastic moment, M
P"
26 - 35: Compression yield force in first cycle,
Pyn*
36 - 45: Tension yield force,
46-50: M - coordinate of balance point A, as a
41
proportion of Mp+*
Columns 51-55: P - coordinate of balance point A, as
a proportion of Pyn«
56-60: M - coordinate of balance point B, as a
61 - 65
proportion of Mp_-
P - coordinate of balance point B, as a
proportion of Pyn
ONE CARD FOR EACHElO(e). FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS (215, 7F10.0)
FIXED END FORCE PATTERN.
Omit if there are not fixed end forces. See Figure 12.
Columns 1-5: Pattern number, in sequence beginning with 1.
10: Axis code, as follows:
Code = 0: Forces are in the element
coordinate system, as in Figure
12a.
Code = 1: Forces are in the global
coordinate system, as in Figure
12b.
Clamping force, F^.











Clamping moment, M_. .
Live load reduction factor, for computation
of live load forces to be applied to nodes.
E10(f). INITIAL ELEMENT FORCE PATTERNS (15, 6F10.0) - ONE CARD FOR
EACH INITIAL FORCE PATTERN.
42
Omit if there are no initial forces. See Figure 12a.
Columns 1 •- 5: Pattern number, in sequence beginning with 1.
6 - 15: Initial axial force, F^.
16 - 25: Initial shear force, .
26 - 35: Initial moment, M^.
36 - 45: Initial axial force, F^.
46 - 55: Initial shear force, V\.
56 - 65: Initial moment, M..
3
E10(g). ELEMENT GENERATION COMMANDS (1115, 2F5.0, 15, F5.0) - ONE
CARD FOR EACH GENERATION COMMAND.
Elements must be specified in increasing numerical order.
Cards for the first and last elements must be included. See Note
7 of User's Guide (13) for explanation of generation procedure.
Columns 1-5: Element number, or number of first element
in a sequentially numbered series of
elements to be generated by this command.
6-10: Node number at element end i.
11 - 15: Node number at element end j.
16 - 20: Node number increment for element generation.
If zero or blank, assumed to be equal to 1.
21 - 25: Stiffness type number.
26 - 30: Yield surface number for element end i.
31 - 35: Yield surface number for element end j.
40: Code for including geometric stiffness.
Punch 1 if geometric stiffness is to be
included. Leave blank or punch zero if
geometric stiffness is to be ignored.
45: Time history output code. If a time history
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of element results is not required for the
element covered by this command, punch
zero or leave blank. If a time history
printout, at the intervals specified on
card D1, is required, punch 1.
Columns 46 - 50: Fixed end force pattern number for static
dead loads on element. Leave blank or
punch zero if there are no dead loads. See
Note below.
51 - 55: Fixed end forces pattern number for static
live loads on element. Leave blank or
punch zero if there are no live loads.
56 - 60: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end
forces due to static dead loads.
61 - 65: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end
forces due to static live loads.
66 - 70: Initial force pattern number. Leave blank
or punch zero if there are not initial
forces.
71 - 75: Scale factor to be applied to initial
element forces.
Note: If the static load code, Card CI, is zero but fixed end
forces are still specified for some elements, an inconsistency




The braced frame example shown in Figure 13 may be
used to check the execution of the DRAIN-2D program with
elements EL9 and EL10 when it is implemented on a computer
installation. Program decks received through the Depart¬
ment of Civil Engineering, University of Michigan or the
National Information Service for Earthquake Engineering
will include a data deck and computer output for this
example.
The input cards for the structure are listed in
Table 2 and identified by the corresponding sections in
the User's Guide (13) and in this report. The user
should be able to obtain guidance in data preparation
procedures by studying this sample data.
The columns in the example structure are represented
by element EL10 in group 1, the beams are represented by
element EL5 in group 2 and the bracing members (assumed
as pin-connected at the ends) are represented by element
EL9 in group 3. Node numbers are shown at the ends of
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Figure 13 - Test Examnle
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TABLE 2 - SAMPLE INPUT DATA
d i A R1 TESI' EXAMPLE FOR MICHIGAN EL9 ASD EL 10 ELEMENTS A
6 6 1 2 1 3 B1
1 2 9 2.
2 360. 292.













1 1 .5 3 2 1. B6
1 100 0.01 579.6 1 . 1 . 1 . 20. CI
4 1 IMPULSE LOADING
C30.08 1 .0 0.10 2.0
U C4






1 2 3 4
10 4 2 2
1 2 9 000 o 0 .01 49. 1 2020. 4. 4. 2.
2 29 000. 0.01 35. 0 1 370. 4. 4. L .
1 4.01 0.7 0.5
2 3. 75 0.7 0. 4 E10
1 10 90C . - 109 00 . -17 00 . 1770. 1. 0.15 1. 0.15
2 7600. -7600. -1200. 1275. 1 . 0. 15 1. 0.'5
1 74. 1825 . 74. -1825.
2 1 — 72. 1728 -7 2 „ -1 72 9 .
1 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.5
•c. 4 6 1 1 i 1 1
3 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1. 25
4 2 4 2 2 2 * 1
5 2 1 2 1
1 2S00D. 0.05 41.8 3410. 4. 4. 2 .
1 12dSo. - 12850. E5
2 40000. -40000.
1 50. 5400 . 50 . -5400.
1 3 4 1 1 2 1
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1.5
5 2
1 29000. 17.9 350 . -250. 2.45 0.50 0.55
2 20000. 1 5.6 300 . -200. 1 .90 1.00 0.35 E9
1 5 4 1 1 1 50.
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APPENDIX A-l
FORTRAN LISTING OF BUCKLING ELEMENT EL9
50
SUBROUTINE INEL9 (/KCCNT/,/FCONT/,/NDO F/,/NINFC/,/ID/r /X/,/Y/, /NN/
D
C
TOMMON /IS PEL/ IMFM,XST,LM (4) ,KGEOSrEAL,PL,COSA,SINA,PFAC,2ATI 0,
1 DELTY,KODYX,KODY,XPP,X3RE,EAL1,EAL4,EAL6,EAL7,EAL8,
2 X5,Y5,P5,X6 ,X5D , Y5D,P5D,INDRE,1VPTX,
3 IEL OG,SEP, VTOT , XTOT ,YPACP, YPACN,YENP,TYENP,YENN ,
4 TVFNM,SENP,TSENP,SENN,TSENN,SDFO,NODI,NODJ,KOUTDT ,
5 PYP ,PYN,FYliC, REST (147)
OOHMON /YD RK/ FTYP (40,7) ,FFF(40,4) ,KDFEF(40) ,DD (4) ,GA (4,4) ,
1 PFEF (4) ,SFF (4),SSFF (4) ,MMEM,NMBT,NFEF,SLOP1,INEL,
2 INODT,INODJ,INC,ITNC,IBBT,IIMBT,TKGH,IKDT,KPDL,
3 TKFD I, KFLI , T KP1L , FDL , FFDL, FLL, FFT.L, FIN IT , FFINIT,
4 XL,YL,AFEA ,R AD, SLEND, SJ f 460)
C
01 MEMS ION' KCONT(1) , ID (NN , 1) , X (1) , Y (1) , COM (1)
DIMENSION AST (2) ,YESNC (2)
DATA A ST/2 R ,2 8*/
DATA i ESND/4H YFS,4K NO /
E20IYALEN0E (I MEM,COM (1) )
C
C DATA INPUI, DUCKLING ELF MFNTS
C
M 0 0 F= 4
SIMFC= 53




10 FORMAT (27 H BUCKLING ELEMENTS (TYPE 9)////
1 2S H NO. CF ELEMENTS =14/
2 2 5 H NO. OF STTFFNF3S TYPFS =14/
3 2 5 H NO. OF F.E.F. PATTERNS =14)
c
C INPUT STIFENESS PROPERTIES
C
PRINT 20
20 FORMAT (////16H STIFFNESS TYPES//
1 5 rl TYPE ,6 X ,7 H YrnNGS,6X,8K SECTION,.3X,
2 15 K YTELD 'ORCES,10X,10H RADIUS OF,5X,
3 1 2 H EQU. I ENGTH, 5X , 19H STRENGTH REDUCTION/
4 5 H NO. ,5X , 8H MODULUS,6X,7H AREA ,5X,
5 3H TENSION,5 X ,RH COMPN ,6X,9R GYRATION,4X,
6 1 2 H COEFFICIENT, SX ,7H FACTOR/)
C
DO 50 IT=1,NMBT
READ 30, I,(FTY?(IT,J) , J = 1 ,7)
50 PRINr 40, IT, (FTYP (IT ,J) , J=1,7)
30 FORMAT (I5,7F10.0>
40 FORMAT (T 4 , E1 4 . 4 , 6 P1 3 . 2)
C
C FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS
C
I? (NFEF.EQ.O) GO TO 100
PRINT 60
51
60 FORMAT (////25H PIXED ENC FORCE PATTERNS//
1 3 i PATTERN ,3X,4HAXIS,2 (7X,5flAXIAL,7X,5HSHEAR)/
2 3 H NO. ,3X,4HCODE,2 (7X,5HAT I),2(7X,5HAT J)/)
C
DO 90 NF=1,NFEF
READ 70, I , KDFEF(NF) , (FEF (NF, J) ,J=1 ,4)
70 FORMAT {21 5,4F10.0)
80 FORMAT (16 , 18 ,1 X,4 F1 2 . 2)





110 F 0 R MAT (////22 H ELEMENT SPECIFICATION//
1 3X, '4 HELSN,3X ,4HNODE, 2X, 4 HNOD E , 2X , 4HNODE, 2 X ,4HSTIF,2X,
2 4H3EO.M,2X,4HTIME,3X, 12HFEF PATTERNS , 3X , 17HFEF SCALE FACTORS,
3 5X, 7 HINITIAL/
4 3 X,4 H NO. ,3X,4H I ,2X,4H J , 2X , 4HDI FP, 2X , 4HT YP E, 2X ,
5 4H5TIF, 2X,4HHIST,3X, 12R DL LL ,3X,17H DL LL ,
6 5 X, 7 H FORCE /)
C
X 0 D YX = 0




120 COM (J) =0.
C
1 M EM=1
130 READ 140, INEL,INODI,I NODJ , IINC,IIMBT,IKGH,IKDT,IKFDL,IKFLL,FFDL,F
1FLL,FFINIT
140 FORMAT (915 , 2F5. 0, F 1 0 . 0)








Y N G=YE SNO(2)
IF (K3SOM.NE.O) YNG = Y ESNC (1)
Y N T=Y ESNO(2)
IF (KOUTDT.NE.0) Y NT = YESNO (1)
KFDL=IKFDL
KFLL=IKFLL
FDL = FF DL
PL L=FF LL
PI NII= FFIN IT
AS TT= A ST{1 )
IF (INEL-NMEM) 1 30, 170, 130
C
160 NDDI = NODT *■ INC
NO DJ=NODJ* INC
ASTT= A ST( 2)
52
170 ? 31 MT 180 , ASTT ,IMEM, NODI, NODJ,INC, IMBT,YNG , YNT, KFDL,KFLL,FDL, FLL,
1FINIT




DO 190 L= 1 , 2
La (L) = ID( MODI,L)
190 LB (L<-2)=ID (NOD J ,L)




XL = X (MODJ) -X (MODI)
YL=Y (NODJ) -Y(NODT)
F L =SQR T (X L **2 YI.** 2)
CO S A=X L/FL
SINA=Y L/FL
AR EA=FTYP ( I MET , 2)




?Y NC = P RI*P Y M
3AD=FTYP(IMBT ,5)
AK = FTY P (IB BT, 6 )
5LEND=AK*PL/RAD
PFAC=ABS(P YNC/PYP)
SLOP1= (PFAC*(1.-PHI) ) /(PFAC-5. *PHI)
EA L1=SLOP1*EAL
X 3 R E= - P FA C
3ATIO=60.0/SLEND
0 ELTY = PYP/EAL
C
C LOADS DUE TO FIXED END FORCES
C
SFEF=0-
IF (KFDL*KFLL.EQ.O) GO TO 110
DO 200 1=1 , NDO F
DO 200 J=1,NDOF
200 OA (I,J)=0.
OA (1,1)=00 S A
OA (1,2) =Sr NA
OA (2, 1 ) =- S I HA
OA (2,2)=00SA
OA (3,3)=CD SA
OA (3, 1) =S I N A
OA (4, 3 ) =-SINA
OA (4, 4)=0 0 S A
DO 210 1=1,4
SFF (I) =0.
2 1 0 55 FF(I)=0.
IF (KFDL.EQ.O) GO TO 250
DO 223 1=1,4
53
220 FFEF (I) =FEF (KFDL, I) *FDL
IP (KDFEF(KFDL) .EQ.O) GC TC 230
CALL MULT (GA,FFEF,SFF,U,4,1)
33 TO 250
230 DO 240 1=1,4
240 SFF (I) =FFFF (I)
C
250 IF (KFLL.EQ.O) GO TO 290
DO 260 1 = 1 ,4
260 FFEF(I)=FEF (K FLL, I) *FLL
IF (fCDFEP(KFLL) .EQ.O) GC TC 270
CALL MULT (GA, FFEF,SSFF,4,4,1)
30 TO 290
270 DO 230 1=1,4
280 S3FF(I)=FFEF(I)
C
290 DO 300 1=1,4





C INITIALIZE ELEMENT FOFCE
C
S F EF= (SSFF (3) -SSFF (1) ) *0.5
310 FF=FINIT+ S FEF
5 E P=FF
IF (FI NIT. LT.O . ) GO TO 320
3 ENP= FINTT







C GENERATE MISSING ELEMENTS
C
IF (IS EM. EQ.NMEM) RETURN
IM EM=I MEM* 1





3 J BROU'TIN E STIF9 (/MSTEP/,/ '!DOF/,/HT>TFC/,/COMS/, /PK/,/DFAC/)
C
CO HMDS /ISFEL/ IME M,KST,LM (4),KGEOM,EAL,FL,COSA,SINA,PFAC,RATIO,
1 DELTY,K0DYX,K0DY,XPP,X3P.E,EAL1 ,EAL4,EAL6 ,EAL7 ,EAL8,
2 X5,Y5,P5,X6,X5D,Y5D,P5D,INDRE,IVRTX,
3 IELOG,SEP,VTOT,XTOT,VPACP,VPACN,VENP,TVENP,VENN,
4 TVENN ,SENP,TSENP,SENN,TSENN ,SDFO, NCDI,NODJ, KOUTDT,
5 PYP,PYN,P YNC,REST (147)
COMMON /WORK/ STIF,STIFF,SST (2,2) ,AA(2,4) , AATK(4,2) ,FFK(4,4) ,
1 H (19 62)
C
DI SENS ION COM (1) ,COMS P) ,FK (4, 4)
EQUIVALENCE {IMEN,COM (1))
C
C STIFFNESS FORMULATION, BUCKLING ELEMENTS
C
DO 10 J=3,23














20 FK (1, 1 ) =ST IF*COSA**2
FK (1, 2) =STIF*SINA*COSA
FK (1, 3') =- F K (1 ,1 )
FK (1,4)=-FK (1,2)
PK (2,2)=STTF*SINA**2
FN(2, 3) =FK (1,4)
FN (2,4) =- F K (2,2)






30 FK (I, J) =FK (J, I)
IF (HSTEP.GT. 1) GO TO 80
C
C INITIAL SIIFFNESS FOR STEP 0, BETA-0 ALLOWANCE FOP STEP 1
C
CC = 1.
IF (MSTEP. EQ.1) CC = DFAC
DO 40 1=1, 1 6
40 FK(I,1)=FK (1,1)*CC
C
C ADD GEOMETRIC STIFFNESS
55
I? (MSTEP. EQ.O.OB. KGECH.EC-O) GOTO 80
PF L=CQ MS(3 4)/PL
00 50 1=1,H
50 SST (I, 1) =PFL
DO 60 1=1, 8




AA (2, 4) =-COSA
0 ALL B OLTS T (AA,SST,AATK ,FFK,4 ,2)
DO 70 1=1, 16
70 FK (I,1)=Fft (1,1) +FF K (I , 1)
C
8 0 S E TUB N
EH D
56
SUBROUTINE RES P9 {/NDCF/,/NINFC/,/KBAL/,/K?B/,/COMS/,/DDISM/,/DD/
1,/TIME/,/V ELM/,/DFAC/,/DELTA/)
C
CO MMON /TNFEL/ TMEM,KST,LM (1+) ,KGE03,EAL,FL,COSA,SINA,PFAC,RATIO,
1 DEL TY ,KODYX, .KOD Y ,XPP , X3HE,EAL1 ,EAL<+,EAL6 ,EAL7 ,EAL8,
2 X5,Y5,P5,X6,X5D,Y5D,P5D,INDRE,IYRTX,
3 IELOG , SEP,VTOT,XTOT,VPACP,VPACK,VENP,TVENP,VENN,
4 TVFNN ,SEN P,TSEN P,S ENN,7S ENN,SDFO,NODI,NODJ, KOOTDT,
5 PYP,PYN,PYNC,RESTC<+7)
COMMON /WORK/ E ALE , DS t, DSEP,SLIN , F AC, F ACTO 8 , FACAC, DSHD , FVRTX ,
1 S LOP 6,SLOP7,C7P,DS4,DS5,DS6,DS7,DS8,P00T(1983)
C
DIMENSION COM (1) ,COMS (1) ,DDISM (1) , DD (1) , VELH (1)
EQUIVALENCE (IMEM, COM {1) )
C
C 3 f ATE DET E R MINATIO N, EUCKLINC ELEMENTS
C
DO 10 1=1, N INFC
10 CO M (I) =COMS (I)
<0 DYX= KODY




0 7 AX = COSA * (DDISM{3)-DDTSM (1)) *STNA*(DDISM(1) -DDISM(2) |
/rOT=VTOJ> DVAX
C
C LINEAR FORCE TNCPENENT
C





F V RTX= 0.
C
C CHECK VHP TEX STATE
C
IF (IVRTX.EQ.O) CALL VPTX9 (FY FTX , D VAX , TIM E)
C
IF (IVRTX.EQ.O) GC TO 1?0
C
F A CAC= FVR T X
C
20 FACT0R = 1.-FACAC
XO DYI = KODY + 1
GO TO (30 , 1 20,120, HO,50,AC ,70, 80,SO,100) ,KODYT
C
C ON SLOPE 0, ELASTIC, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
30 DS EP= E AL* 0 V AX
IF (DS HP) 3 1,110,32
31 FAC=(P YNC-SEP)/DSF?






F AC= (P YP-S EP) /DSEP







OS SLOPE 3, BUCKLING AND CONTINUING
IF (DVAX.3T.0.) GO TO 41
UPDATE PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS
DVP=FACTOR *DVAX




IF (XT0T.3E.X3EE) GO TO 42





K 0 DY= 4
33 TO 50
USE OLD STIFFNESS FOR REVERSE
IF (INDEE.EQ.2.AND.XTOT.LE.X6) GO TO 43
IF ( (X5 D-XTOT) . EQ.O .) GO TO 44














51 TF (SE?) 52,52, 53
52 FAC=(PYNC-SEP)/DS4





53 X 5 D=VT OT/D ELTY
Y5D=SEP/PY P
P5 D=SEP
IN DRE = 1
SO DY=5
GO TO 60
54 F A C=(P 5-S E P)/DS 4








C ON SLOPE 5, GET FACTOR STATTJS CHANGE
C
60 OS 5=EA L*D VAX
IF (OS 5) 61,110,62
61 F AC= ( ° YNC-SEP) /OS5
IF (FAC.GE . FACTOR) GO TO 65
F A CTO R = FA C
S E ?■=? Y NC
SO DY = 3
GO TO 110
62 FAC=(P5D-SEP) /DS5
IF (FAC. 3E. FACTOR) GO TO 65
FACTOR =FAC
5EP=P5 D





65 SEP=SE?+FA CTOR * DS 5
GO TO 110
C
C ON SLOPE 6, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
70 DS6=EAL6«0VAX
IF (DS 6) 71,110,72
7 1 FAC= (P YNC- SEP) /DS6
IF (FAC.GE . FACTOR) GO TO 75
F A CTCR = FAC




72 FA C=(P 5D-5 EP) /DS6
IF (FAC.3E. P ACTOR) GO TC 75
FACTOR=FAC
SEP=P5 D








C DN SLOPE 7, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
80 PS 7=EAL7* DV AX
IF (OS 7) 31,110,82
31 FAC= (P YNC-SEP) /DS7






IF (FAC.3E .FACTOR) GO TC 81







C DN SLOPE 3, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
SO DS 8=EAL8* DV AX
IF (DS 8) 91,110,92
9 1 S 5 D=VT OT/D ELTY






92 FAC= (PYP-S EP)/DS8
IF (FAC.3E. FACTOR) GO TC 93
FACTDR=FAC






C DN SLOPE 9, YIELDED BUT CONTINUING
C
60
100 IF (DVAX.LT.O.) GO TO 101
C











C aSSIDOAL E LONGA TION, RE
C
IF (IELOO. NE. 1) GO TO 105
SLEND=60./RATIO
3 E = 0.0175* (0-55*X3RE/SLFND+0.0002*X3RE**2)
S E = SE* FL/D ELTY
X ? P = X P P + R E
IELOG=0
C
105 £3 RE = X PP-?F AC
GO TO 30
C
C CHECK FOR COttPL ETION OF CYCLE
C
HO F A C AC= FACA C + FACTOF
IF (FACAC. LT. 0. 999 9999) GO^O 20
C
C NEW F 3 RCE , UNBALANCED FCECF DUF TO YIELD
C
120 ST=SE?
D S U B= 5 L IN - S EP
IF (ABS(DSUB) .GT. 1 . E-8) KB AL= 1
C
C DEFORMATION RATE FOR DAMPING
C
IF (DFAC. EQ.0.0. AND, DELTA. FQ. 0.0) GOTO 140
IF (IIME.EQ.O.) GO TO 150
KBAL=1
DVAX=ZOSA* ( VELM (3) -V ELM (1) ) +SINA* (VELM (4) -7 ELM (2) )
C
C Q2TA-0 DAMPING FORCE
C
IF (DFAC. E Q .0 .) GO TO 130
0 S UB= D SUB + DFAC* EAI, * DV AX
C
C STRUCTURAL DAMPING FORCE
C
130 IF (DELTA. EQ.O. ) GO TO 140
DSL = DELTA *SIGN ( ABS (5T) , DVAX)
DSUB=DSUB-DSL + SDFO





UN BALANCED LOAD VECTOR
140 IP (KBAL.E Q.0) GO TO 150
DD (3) = DS3B*COSA
DO (4) = DSUB * SIN A
DD (1) =-DD (3)
DD (2) =-DD( 4)




160 IF (SENN.LE.ST) GO TO 170
SE NN=S T
ISENN=TIHE








IF (KPR.LT. 0) GO TO 200
IF (K? 8. EO • 0. OR .KOOTDT. EQ . 0) GO TO 2 40
200 IF (IHED.NE.O) GO TO 220
KKPR=IABS(K PR)
PRINT 210, K KPR,TIM E
210 FORMAT (///18H RESULTS FOR GROOP,I3,
1 27R, BUCKLING ELEMENTS, TIME =,F8.3
2 //5X,5H FLE M,3X,4HNCDE,3X,4HN0DE,3X,5HYIELD,8X, 5HAXIAL,
3 9H NET ,3X,25HACCOM. PLASTIC EXTENSIOMS/SX,
4 53 NO.,3X,4H I ,3X,4H J ,3X,5H CODE,8X,5HFORCE,4X,
5 9HEX TENS ION , 5 X , 8 PPOSITIVE, 5X , 8H NEG A TIVE/)
13 ED=1
220 PRINT 230, I.MEM , NO 01 , NOD J , KODY , ST , VTOT , VPAC P , VP AON












SET INDICATOR FOR STIFFNESS CHANGE
240 KS T=0




UPDATE INFORMATION IN CONS
DO 250 J= 1 5 , 47
250 COMS(J) =CO M (J)


































































S3 B SO (J TINE FST9 (/STIF/,/KOD/)
C
C
C PORH AXIAL STIFFNESS
C
SDHMDN /INTEL/ IHEW,1CST,LM (4),KGEOfi.EAL,PL,COSA,SINA.PFAC,RATIO,
1 DELTX,KODYX,KODY,XPP,X3RE,EAL1,EAL4,EAL6,EAL7,EAL8
2 REST (177)
K? Y=fCOD + 1
33 TO (13,20,30 ,40 ,50 ,60 ,70,80,90, 100) ,KYY
















90 3T IF= E ALB
30 TO 113
1 00 3 TIF=0.001 * EAL
c





C 3SNEBATE P-DELTA HYSTERESIS CURVE
C




C RESIDUAL ELONGATION, RE
C











SLOPU= (Y5 * PFAC)/(X5-X3RE)
EAL4=EAL*SLOPU
SLOP8= (1. - Y 5) /(XPP1-X5)
EAL8=EAL*S LOP8
X6=X5- Y5-PFAC







C AXIAL STATE DETERMINATION IN TENSION AND VERTEX REGIONS
C
SUMMON /III PEL/ IMEH,EST,LK (4) , KGEOH ,EAL , PL , COSA , SIN A ,P F AC, R ATI 0 ,
1 DELTY,KODYX,KODY,XPP,X3RE,EAL1,EAL4,EAL6,PAL7,EAL8,
2 X5, Y5,P5,X6 ,X5D,Y5D,PSD,INDRE,IVRTX,
3 TELOG,SEP,VTOT,XTOT,VPACP,VPACN,VENP,TVENP,VENN,
4 TVF NV,SEN P ,TSEN P,SENN,TS ENN,SDFO,NODI ,NODJ, KOOTDT ,





10 PACTOR = 1.-FACAC
KO DYI= KODY +1
IF (KODYI. EQ. 10) K ODYT=4
SO TO (20,30,40,50),KCDYT
C





















23 3EP=SEP + FA CTOR* DSF,P
SO TO 60
C
C ON SLOPE 1, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
30 OS 1=EAL1*DVAX
IF (EAL1.NE.0) GO TO 34




34 IF (DS 1) 3 1 ,60, 32
C






C BUCKLING & ND CONTINUING
C
32 FAC-(P YNC-SEP) /DS1
IF (FA C. GE . FACT OB) GO TO 33
















C ON SLOPE 2, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
40 DS 2 = EAL*DV AX
IF (DS 2) '*1,60,42
C





C BUCKLED BUT LOADING
C £
42 FAC= (PYNC-SEP)/DS2
IF (FAC.GE . FACTOR) GO TO 43
FACTOR=FAC
5 E P = PY NC






C ON SLOPE 9, TENSION YIELDING
C














LF (FACAC. LT. O. 9999999) GC TO 10
RETURN
C







FORTRAN LISTING OF END MOMENT-BUCKLING
ELEMENT EL10
69
SUBROUTINE INUL10 (/KCCNT/,/FCONT/,/NDOF/,/NINFC/,/ID/, /X/,/Y/,/NN/
1)
C
COMMON /INF EL/ IHE M , KST , 1M (6) , KGEOM, FL , COS A , SIN A ,A (2 ,5 ) , EK*1 1 ,
1 EK22,2K12,ESH,EAL,EK11H,EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 KODY ( 2) , ENTOT (2) ,S?TOT(2) ,FTOT(2) ,PRTOT (2) ,SENP(8) ,
3 SENN (8) ,TENE(8) ,TENN (8) , PfiACP{2) , PRACN (2) , BF1EP (2) ,
4 SDACT (3) ,EflY (2,2),NODT,NODJ,KOUTDT,PR 12,PR21,
5 PMX(3,2,2) , A1 (4,2,2) ,A2 (4,2 ,2) ,
6 ?FAC,RATIC,DELT Y,KODYX1,KGDY1,X?P,X3BE,EAL1,EAL4,
7 EAL 6,EAL7 , 2AL8,X5,Y5,P5,X6,X5D,Y5D,P5D,INDRE,
6 IVR TX , IEICG , VTOT,XT OT,VPACP,VPACN,V ENP,TVEN P,VENN,
S TVENN,PYP ,PYN,?YNC,HE3T (30)
COMMON /WD RK/ SFF (8 ) , SSF r (8) , D D (G) , G A (6 , 6) , FFEF ( 6) , FF ( 6) ,
1 PSAX(5,2,4 0) ,AA1 (4,2,40) ,AA2 (4,2,40) ,XM (5,2) ,
2 FIYP (40 ,9) ,FEF(35,7) , KDFEF (3 5) , FIN IT (30,6) ,
3 NMEB ,NMET, NSOKF, NFEF , NINT , IN ODI, INODJ , IN C, UN C,
4 IMBT,IIEBT , IKSFI,IFSFJ,TKG3,IXDT,XFDL,IXFDL, XFLL,
5 IKFLL,FDI,FFDI,FLIP,AX ,S LEND,?Y?1,PYP2,PYN1,?YN2,
6 K 31, X32,XL,YL,DET,FLL,SS , vi (2 5)
C
DIMENSION KCOMT (1) , ID (HN,1) ,X (1),Y ( •) ,COM( 1) ,AST (2) ,YESNO(2) ,
1 KSF (2) ,FTYP 1 (40,3)
EiUIVALENC E (IMEM,COM (1) )
DATA AST/2 H ,2H */
DATA YESN0/4H YES,4H NC /
C






ii M BT= X CCNT (3)
U S URF = KCGN T (4)
N F EF=K CON I (5)
N I NT=KCON I (6)
PRINT 10, (XCONT(I),1=2,6)
10 F 0 5 MA I (35 a END MOMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS (TYPE *0)////
1 34 3 NC. OF ELEMENTS =14/
2 34H NO. CF STIFFNESS TYPES =14/
3 348 NO. OF YIELD SUFFACES =14/
4 34 H NO. OF FIXED END FOECE PATTERNS =14/
5 349 NO. CF INITIAL FOECE PATTERNS =14)
C
C j. N PUT STIFFNESS PROPERTIES
C
PRINT 20
20 FORMAT {////16H STIFFNESS TYPES//
1 5H TYPE., 6X, 7H YOn NGS , 4 X , SKH A R DE NING , 6 X , 79 S ECTT3 N ,
2 3X , 5 HREF ERE NC E,6X,26HFL EXURA L STIFFNESS FACTORS,
3 8X, 5HSHEAF. ,5X,7HPCISSON/
4 5H NO . , 6X, 7 FT M C DU I 0 S, 4 X , F H RATIO , <6 X , 7 FT AREA ,
5 3X,9H INEPTIA ,6X,26H II JJ TJ
6 8i , 5 H AR EA, 5 X,7 H RATIO /)
70
DO 30 N=1,NMET
READ 4 0, I, (FTYP (N ,J) ,J=1 ,9)
30 PRINT 50, N , (FTYP ( N, J) ,0=1,5)
40 FORMAT (i5,4F10.C,3?5.0,2?10.0)
5 0 FORL1AE (I4,E14.4,E13.4,2F12.2,3X,3F10.3,F13.2,F'!*.3)
C
C INPUT RADIUS OF GYRATION , K AND PSI FACTORS
C
PRINT 60
60 FORMAT{////16H STIFFNESS TYPES//
1 5H T YP E,6X , 10H RADIOS OF,6X,18H EQOIVELENT LENGTH,
2 6jC, 19H STRENGTH REDUCTION/
3 5S NO.,6X,10H GYRATION ,12X,12H COEFFICIENT,
4 12X , 7H FACTOR)
DO 70 N=1 , NMBT
READ 80, I, (FTYP"! (N,J) ,J=1 ,3)
70 PRINT 90, N,(FTYP1 (N , J) ,J=1,3)
80 FORMAT (15, 3F10. C)
9 0 FORMA! (14, 4X, F1 0. 3 , 2 ( 1 OX , F 10. 3) )
C
C IN POT M-P YIELD SURFACE PFOPEF.TIES
C
PRINT 110
110 FORMAT (////25H YIELD SOEFACE PFCPERTIES//
1 8H SURFACE, 9X,13HYIFLD MOMENTS,15 X,
2 123 YIELD FORCES, 9X , 16HCOOPDINATSS OF A,6X,
3 16 HCOCF.D INA TES OF E/
4 3H NU. , 5 X,3H POSITIVE,5X,8HNEGATIVE,8X,
5 5HCOMPN,6X,7HTESSTCN,6X,16HMOMENT FORCE,6X,
b 16H MOMENT FORCE/)
DO 200 IYT = 1, NSURF
SSAD 120, I, (5FF (J) ,0=1,8)
PRINT 130, IYT, (SFF (0) , J = 1,3)
120 FORMAT (15, 4F10.0,4F5. C)
1 JO FORMAT (15, F 15. 2 , 3F 1 3 . 2 , 2 (2X,2F10. 3) )
SFF (2) =-AB S (SFF (2) )
OFF (3) ■=-A 0 S (SFF (3) )
SFF (4) =A5J (SFF ( 4) )
IF (SFF (b) . EQ.O .) SFF(6)=1.E-6




PMAX (1 , 1, IYT) =SFF (3)
P M A X (1 ,2,IYT) = S FF ( 1)
PMAX(2 ,1,1 YT) =SFF (3) *SFF (6)
RMAX (2 ,2, IYT) =3 FF ( 3) ♦SFF (8)
PN AX (3 , 1,1 YT) =0 .
P3 AX (3,2, IYT) =0 .
PM AX (4 , 1, IYT) =SFF ( 4) *SF? (6)
?M AX(4,2,1YT)=S FF (4) *SFF (8)
PM AX (5 , 1, IYT) = S FF (4)




X a (2, 1) =SFF (1) *SFF (5)
XB (2,2) =SFF (2) *SFF (7)
X.1 (3,1 )=SFF (1)
Xfl (3, 2) =SFF (2)
xa(4,1)=xs (2,1)
xa (4,2)=XK (2, 2)
xa (5,1) =0.
xa (5,2)=0.








DENOfi = XH1* PP2-X.12* ?21
AA2 (I, J,IXT)= (PP2-PP1)/DEN0M
1 90 A A 1 (I, J,IXT)= (Xal-x:i2) /DENCfl
200 CONTINUE
c
C FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS
C
IF (NFEF.EQ.O) GO TO 25C
PRINT 210
210 FOSaAT {////25H FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS//
1 aa PATTERN,3X,4HAXIS,7X,5HAXIAL,7X,5HSHEAR,6X,6HBOMENT,
2 7X, 5HAXIAL,7X,5HSBiAB,6X,6HHOME NT,5X,8HLL. RED. /
3 8 ti NO. , 3X,4HCCCE,7X ,5HAT I,7X,5fTAT I,6X,6H AT T ,
4 7X,5HAT J,7X,5HAT J,6X,6H AT J ,5X,8E FACTOR /)
DO 220 N=1,NFEF
RE AD 2 3C, I,XDFEF(N) , (FEF (N,J) ,J=1,7)
220 PRINT 240, N, XDFEF (S) , (FFF (1! , J) , J= 1 , 7)
250 FORMAT (215 ,7F1G .0)
i. 40 FORMAT (15, 19, F1 3. 2 , 5F12. 2, F12. 3)
C
C INITIAL FORCE PATTERNS
C
250 IF (NINT.EQ.O) GO TO 300
PRINT 260
260 FORMAT (////28H INITIAI END FORCE PATTERNS //
1 811 PATTERN, 7X, EHAXIAL,7X,5HSNEAF.,6X ,6HBOMENT,7X ,5 FI AXIAL,
2 7X,5HSHEAP.,6X,6HKCBENT/
3 8H NO. ,7 X,5 HA T I,7X,5HAT T,6X,oH AT I ,7X,5KAT J,
4 11, 5HAT J,6X,6H AT J /)
DO 270 N= 1 ,NI NT-
READ 280, I, (FINIT (N,J) , J=1,6)
270 PRINT 2SC, N, (FINIT (N,J) ,J=1 ,6)
280 EOSBAT (15, 6F10.0)





310 F0 8BAT (////22H ELEMENT SPECIFICATION//
72
1 3X, 4 HELEN, 3X, 4HNCEE ,2X, 4HN0DE ,2X , 411 NODE , 2 X, UK ST IF,
2 2X,14HIIELD SUEFACES ,2 X , 4HG E03, 21, 4 HUMS, 3X ,
3 12HFEF PATT ERNS,3X, 17HFEF SCALE FACTCBS,3X,
4 16« INITIAL FOFCES /
5 3Y, 4H HO.,3X,4B I ,2X,4H J ,2X,4HDIFF,2X,4HTYPE,
6 2X,14H END I END J ,2X ,4HSTIF,2X,4HHIST,3X,
7 12H DL LL ,3X,17H DL LL ,3X,
3 17a NO. SCALE FAC./)
03 320 J=36,84
320 COM (J) =0.
K3DYX{ 1) =0
K3DYX (2) =0




325 COM (J) =0.
KO D YX1=0
KO DY1 = 0
XPP=0.
IMEM=1
330 READ 340, INEL,INODI,INCDJ,IINC,TTMBT, IKSFI,IKSFJ,IKG1,tKDT,
1LKFDL,IKFLL,FFDL,FFLL,IINIT,FFINTT
340 F3E3AT (11L5 ,2?5.0,15,F5.G)




IF (INC.EQ.O) INC= 1
IM BT=I1MB!
KSF (1) =IKSFI
KS F (2) = IKSFJ
KGEOK=IKGM
KO O'lOI =IKDT
X N G =Y E SNO ( 2)
IF (KGEOM.NE.O) YNG^YESNC (1)
YNT=YESNO ( 2)






IF (KFLL.EQ.C) GO TO 36C
FL L F=F EF (IK FLL,7)
IF (FLLF. E <2- 0.) FLL F= 1 .E-6
360 INIT=IINrr
i I NT= F FIN IT
ASTT=A ST(1)
IF (IN EL-N M EM) 330 ,380 ,330





380 PRINT 390, ASTT ,Tfl EH , KCDI ,NODJ ,INC , IBBT , KSF (1) , KS F,(2) , YNG , TNT
1, K FDL, KFLL, FDL, FLL », INIT , FINT




00 400 1=1 ,3
L3 (I) = ID ( N CDI, I)





XL =X (NODJ) - X ( NODI)
YL=Y (NODJ) -Y (NODI)
FL = S<2RT (X L **2+Y L** 2)
00 SA=X L/FL
51NA=Y L/FL




AR EA=FTYP (IKBT, 3)
EAL=YaOD*ASEA/FL
S A D=FT YP1 (IBBT, 1)





PY ?1 = P 8AX (5,1 ,KS1)
P Y P 2= P MAX (5,1 , KS2)





PY N1 = ? BAX ( 1 , 1,KS1)
P Y N 2=P MAX ( 1 ,1 , KS2)
IF (PYN1. LE. PYN2) GO TC 4 25
PYN=PYN2
GO TO 426
425 PY N=PY N1
426 CONTINOE
PHI=FIYP1 ( IBBT, 3)
PYNC=PHI*P YN
P F AC= A BS (PYNC/PYP)
SL OP1= (PFA C*(1.-PHI) )/ (IFAC-5.*PHI)
EAL 1 = S LOP 1 *EAL
X3 R E= - P FAC
QELTY=PYP/EAL
EIL=YMOD*PTYP (IBBT ,4) *PP£H/FI
7 4
F ACL=F TYP (I MET , 5)
F ACE=FTYP ( I3B7, 6)
?ACLS=FTYP (iaBT,7)
IF (FACL.EQ.O.) FA CL= 1. E- 6
IF (FACE. EQ.O.) FACR=1.E-€
IF (FT YP (I MBT ,8) .EQ.O.) GCTO 430







F A CE=FII/D ET




EK 1 2=EIL*F ACLS
EK 11H = EK11-EK12 ** 2/EK 2 2
EK22H= EK22 -EK12**2/EK11
PS12=EK12/EK22
PR 21=E K12/E K11
C
C M-P YIELO SURFACE EQUATION DATA FOB EACH END OF AN ELEMENT
C
DO 450 K=1,2
KK = KSF (K)
DO 450 J= 1 , 2
DO 440 1=1 ,3
440 ?MX (I, J,K) = PKAX (1+ * , J ,FCK)
DO 450 1=1 , 4
A2 (I,J,K) = P PSH/AA2(I,J,KK)





A( 1,2) =COS A/FL
A(1,3)=1.
A ( 1,4) =-A(1 ,1)
A ( 1 ,5) =-A( 1,2)
A( 1 ,6) =0.
A (2,1) =A(1 , 1)
A (2,2) =A (1 ,2)
A(2,3)=0.




C LOADS DUE TO FIXED END FCECES
C




IF (KFDL+KFLL.2Q.G) GC 1C 610
DO 45 0 1=1 ,6
DO 450 J=1 ,6
450 SA (I, J ) =0.
3A(1,1)=C3 SA
GA (1, 2) =SINA
3 A (2,1)=-SIHA
GA (2,2)=00 SA







IF (EFDL.EQ.O) GO TO 53C
DO 500 1=1,6
500 FFEF(I)=FEF (KFD L,1)* FDI
IF (KDFEF(KFDL) .EQ.O) GC TO 510
GALL SUIT (GA,FFSF,SFF,6 ,6 ,1)
GO TO 530
510 DO 520 1=1 ,6
520 SFF (I) =FFEF (I)
C
530 IF (KFLL.EQ.C) GO TO 57C
DO 540 1=1,6
FLL=FLLF*FLL3
IP (1. EQ. 3 .OB.I.EQ.6) F1I=FLLM
540 FFEF(I)=FEF(KfLL, I)* FLL
IF (KDFEF ( KFIL) .EQ.O) GC TC 550
CALL 3ULT (GA,FFEF,SSFF,6,6,1)
GO TO 570
550 DO 560 1=1,6
560 3SFF(I)=FFEF(X)
C
570 DO 560 1=1 , 6
560 FF (I) = SFF (I) + 3SFF ( I)
C
CALL HOLi'l' (GA, FF, DD, 6, 6 , 1)
CALL SFORCE (DD)
C




IF (I. EQ. 3 .OE.I.EQ .6) FIL=1.




blO IF (IN IT. EQ.O) GO TO 63C
DO 620 1=1 ,6





630 BMEP(1 )=SFF (3) »PPSH
oME?(2)=SFF (6) * PPS H
Fr 01 (1 ) =SFF (1)
FT OT (2)=SPF(4)
SFTOT ( 1) = SFF (2)
SFTOT (2) =SFF(5)
BaT0T(1)=SFF(3)
BMTOT (2) = S FF(6)
DO 650 1=1,6
ss=aaioT(i)
IF (S3 .LI. 0.) GO TO 640 .
SENP(I)=SS
SO TO 650
640 SENN (I) =SS
650 CONTINUE
C






C GENERATE MISSING ELEMENTS
C
IF (IMEM. EQ.NMZM) RETURN
IMEM=IMEM+1





5 J BE0DTIK2 STIF 10 (/MSIEP/,/NDOF/,/NINFC/,/C0K5/,/FK/,/OFAC/)
C
COMMON /INFEL/ IMEM , KST,LM (6) , KGEOM,FL,COSA ,SINA ,A (2,6) ,ZK1 1,
1 EK22,EK12,PSH,EAL,EX11H,EK22H, KODYX (2) ,
2 KOD Y {2) ,EMTCT(2) ,SFTOT{2) ,FTOT(2) , PRTOT (2) , SENP (8) ,
3 SEEN (8) ,TENP(8) ,TENN (8) ,PBACP(2) ,PF.ACN(2) ,BMEP(2) ,
4 SDACT (3) ,3MY(2,2),NODI,NODJ,KOUTDT,PR12,PR21,
5 PMX (3,2,2) ,11 (4,2,2) ,12 (4,2,2) ,
6 PFAC,RATIO,DELTY,KODYX-!,KODYl,XPP,X3RE,EAL1,EAL4,
7 EAL6,EAI7,EAL8,X5,Y5,P5 ,X6, X5 D, Y5D, P5D,INDHE,
8 IVBTX,IFLOG,VTOT,XTOT,VPACP,VPACN,VENP,TVENP,VSNN ,
9 TVENN ,EYP,EYN,?YNC,REST (30)
COMMON /SiOBK/ ST (2 , 2) , 5TT (2, 2) , ATX (6 ,2) ,AA (2 , 6) , PFL, AX K ,FAC ,
1 FFK(6,6) ,FSK (6,6) ,H (1893)
C
DIMENSION COM (1) ,COMS {1) ,FK(6,6)
E2 UIV ALENC E (IMEK, COM (1) )
C
C STIFFNESS FORMULATION, END MOM ENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS
C
DO 10 J-=3, 35
10 COM (J) =COMS (J)
DO 15 J=141,149
15 COM (J) =COMS (J)
C














30 FSK (I, 1) =0 .
AXK=Si'IF*CCSA**2
FSK (1 , 1) =A XX
FS X (1, 4) =- AXK
FSK (4,4) =AXK
AX K=STIF*S INA**2
FSK (2, 2) = A XK
FSK (2, 5)=- AXK
F5 K (5, 5) = AXK
AXK=STIF*SINA*COSA
FSK (1 , 2) = A XK
FS K (1 , 5) =- AXK
FSK (2, 4) = - AXK
FS K (4, 5) =AXK









C PS EVIOUS STIFFNESS
C






60 ST (I, 1 )=SI (I, 1) -STT (I, 1)
CALL M0L1ST (A, ST, ATR ,FF ,6 ,2)
C
C SET IOTAL STIFFNESS
C
DO 70 1 = 1,6
DO 70 J=1,6
70 FK (I, J ) =FK (I,J) +FS K (I, J)
EE TUBS
C
C ORIGINAL STIFFNESS AT STEP 0, EETA-C, COBS N AT STEP 1
C
50 FAC=1•
IF (MSTEP. NE. 1) GO TC 85
FAC=DF AC
DO 80 1 = 1,36
30 PSK (I, 1) =FSK (I, 1) *FAC
8 5 CC= (1. +PSH) *FAC
DO 90 1 = 1,4
90 sr (i, 1)=sr (i,1)*cc
CALL MULT ST ( A , ST, ATK , FK , 6 , 2)
C
C SET TOTAL INITIAL STIFFS ESS
C
DO 100 1=1,6
DO 100 J=1 ,6
100 FK (I,J)=F.< (I,J) +FSK (I,J)
C
C ADD GEOHEIEIC STIFFNESS
C
IF (flSTEP. EQ.0.OR.KG ECS.EQ.O) GOTO 120
?F L= (C OfiS (4 1) -CGXS (40) ) / (2.*FL)
DO 110 1=1 ,4
110 51 (I, 1 ) =PFL















3 J 3K0UTINE RESP10(/NDOE/,/NINFC/,/KBAL/,/KPP/,/COMS/,/DDISN/,/DD/
1/TIHE/,/VELM/,/DFAC/,/DEITA/)
STATE DETER MINATIO N, END .MCMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS
COMMON /I N FEL/ TMFil , KST, T M (6) , KGEOM,FL,COS A,SIMA , A (2 ,5 ) ,EK11 ,
1 EK22,EK12 , FSH,EAL,EK11H,EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 FCODY (2) , B MTOT (2 ) ,SFTOT(2) ,FTOT(2) ,PRTOT (2) , SENP (8)
3 SEN N (8) ,TPNF(8) ,TEN N (8) ,PRACP(2) ,PPACN(2) ,BMEP(2) ,
<4 SDACT (3) ,BMY (2,2),NODI,HODJ,KOOTDT,PR 12,PR21,
5 PHX(3,2,2) ,A1 (ft,2,2) ,A2 (tt,2 ,2) ,
6 PFAC, RATIO, DELTY ,KODYX1 ,KODY 1,XPP,X3RE, EAL1,EAL4,
7 FAL 6,EAL7,EA L8,X5, Y 5 , P5 , X6 , X5 D , Y5 D , PS D,TNDRE,
8 TVR TX,IE7 OG , VTOT , XTOT ,V P ACP , VPACN , VENP, TYENP , VENN ,
9 TVFNN,PYF,PYN,PYNC,REST(30)
S D M MO N' /WDRK/ DVR ( 2) ,D?P (2) , DBH (2) , 3BHTOT ( 2) , 3ML (2) , BM EL (2) ,
1 DVAX,SLIN,FACAC, FACT0R,FAC,DSF,BMIUB,8MJUB,SFIJB,
2 DSEP,DVP,SLCF6,SLOP7, DSU,DSS,DS6,DS7,DS8,EALE,FOUB,
3 K BAT. 1 , KST 1 ,H (1966)
DIMENSION COM(1),COHS (1) ,DDISH (1) ,DD (1) ,VELM (1) ,NOD (2)
EQUIVALENCE (IMEM, CON (1) ) , (NOD I ,NOD (1) )
DO 10 J=1,NINFC
0 COM (J) =COM S (J)
K 0 DYX ( 1) = K 0DY (1)
KODYX ( 2) = K ODY (2)
KO DYX1=KOD Y1
r F (IHEM-E0.1) TPED-0
DEFORMATION INCREMENTS
D V AX= C OS A * (DDTS,*(U)-DDISM(1))>SINA*(DDISM(5)-DDISM(2))
SOT=(SINA* (DDI S M ( U ) -DDTSM (1) ) +COSA* (DDTSM ( 2) -DDT SM (S )) ) /FL
DVR (1) =DD I SM (3) +ROT
DVR (2) =DDTSM(6) +POT
VTOT=VTOT* DVAX
5EP = (ETOT ( 2) -FTCT ( I) ) *0.5
AXIAL FORCE INCREMENT
CALL FST10A (EALE, KOPY1)
3LIN=SE?+EALE*DVAX
AXIAL STATE DET FP M IN A TIC N
F V RTX = 0.
CHECK VERTEX STATE
IF (TVRTX.EQ.O) CALL VRTX10 (FVRTX,DVAX,SEP,TTME)
IF (IV RTX. EQ.O) GO TO 120




XODYT = KODY 1 + 1
30 TO (30, 120,120,40,50,6 0,70,80,90,100), K 0 D YI
C
C OW SLOPE 0, ELASTIC, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
30 DS EP=E AL* D V AX
IF (DSEP) 31,110,32
31 FAC=(PYNC-SEP) /DSEP
IF (FAC.3E. FACTOR) GO TO 3 3
FA CTOR =FAC
5EP=PYNC
KO DY1 = 3
30 TO 110
C
32 PAC= (PYP-SEP) /DSFP
IF (FAC.3R . FACTOR) GO TO 33
FACTO cC = FAC
3 EP=PY ?






C 3 N SLOPE 3, BUCKLING AND CONTINUING
C
40 LP (DVAX.3T.0.) 30 TO 41
C






C BUCKLING AND UNLOADING
C
41 XTOT=(VTOT-DVAX)/D ELTY
IF (XTOT.3E.X3RE) GO TO 42
C
C ESTA3LISH NEW STTFFNFSS FOR REVERSE
C
X 3 RE=X TOT
TEL03= 1
3ALL LAVI10




C USE OLD STIFFNESS FOR REVERSE
C
42 rF (INDRE. EQ.2. AND.XTOT. LE. X6) GO TO 43
r F ( (X5 D-X T OT) . EC. 0 .) GO TO 44
SLOP5 = (Y5D +PFAC) / ( X5D-XTCT)
82
EAL6=EAL*SLOP6
SO DY1 = 6
30 TO 70
C
43 5LOP7= (Y5+PFAC) /(X5-XT0T)
EAL7=EAL*SL0P7
SO DY1 = 7
30 TO 80
44 SO DY1 = 5
30 TO 60
C
C ON SLOPE 4, GET FACTOR FCR STATUS CHANGE
C
50 DS4=EAL4*DVAX
IF (OS 4) 51,110,54
51 IF (SEP) 32,52,53
52 FAC= (PYNC-SEP) /DS4
IF (FAC.3E . FACTOR) GO TC 55
F A CTOR = FAC
SEP=PY NC
SO DY1 = 3
30 TO 110
5 3 X 5 D=VT OT'/O ELT 7
Y5 D=3EP/P Y P
?5 D=SEP
IN DRE=1
SO DY1 = 5
30 TO 60
54 F AC=(P 5-3E P)/OS 4
IF (FAC.GE.FACTOR) GO TO 55
FACTGR=FAC
SEP=P5





C ON SLOPE 5, GET FACTOR TOR STATUS CHANGE
C
60 D3 5=EAL*DV A X
IF (DS 5) 61,110,62
6 1 FAC=(PYNC-SEP)/DS5
IF (FAC.GE.FACTOP) GO TO 66
P A CTOR =FAC
5 E P=PYNC
SO DY1 = 3
30 TO 110
62 F A C= ( P 5D- SEP) /DS5
IF (FAC.GE. FACTOR) GO TO 65
F ACTOR = FAC
SE P=?5 D
30 TO (63, 64) , INDF: E
6 3 S 0 D Y1 = 4
30 TO 110
6 4 K 0 DY1 = 8
83
33 TO 110
65 53P=S E P+FA CTOR* DS5
3 3 TO 11D
C
C ON SLOPE 5, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
70 OS6=EAL6»DVAX
IF (DS 6) 71,110,72
71 F AC= ( PYN3-SEP) /DS6





72 FAC= (P5D-SEP) /DS6
rF (FAC.GK . FACTOR) GO TO 75
F ACTOR=FAO
SEP=P5 D
33 TO (73,74) ,I NDP E




75 SE P-SE P+F A CTOR * DS6
33 TO 110
C
C ON SLOPE 7, GET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
80 DS7=EAL7*DVAX
IF (DS 7) 31,110,82
81 FAC= (? YN3-SEP) /DS7





82 FAC= (P5-SEP) /DS7
IF (FA C.GE. FACTOR) GO TC 8 3
FACT3R=FAC
5 E P=P5
RO DY1 = 8
33 TO 110
83 3 E P-S E P+F A CTO R* DS7
30 TO 110
C
C ON SLOPE 3, GET FACTOR FCR STATUS CHANGE
C
50 DS8=EAL8*DVAX










IF (FAC.GE.FACTOR) GO TO 98
FACTOR=FAC
5 E P=P Y P
XO DY1 - 9
9 0 TO 110
93 S EP=SE P+FA CTO R* DS8
30 TO 110
C
C ON SLOPS 9, YIELDED BUT CONTINUING
C
100 IF (D V AX. L T . 0 . ) 30 TO 101
C




V P ACP = VP AC P *D VP
30 TO 120
C
C YIELDED 3 U T UNLOADING
C
101 KO DY1 = 0
C
C RESIDUAL ELONGATION, PE
C
IF (IEL03.NE. 1) GO TO 1^5
5LEND=60./EATIO
R E =0. 0 175* (0. 55*X3RE/SLENDK.Q0Q2*X3R£**-i)




105 ( 3 R E= X PP- P F AC
30 TO 30
C
C CHECK FOP COMPLETION CF CYCLE
C
110 FACAC= FACAC+FACTOR
IF (FACAC.LT.0.9959999) GO TO 20
C
C NEW FORCE, UNBALANCED FORCE DUE TO YIELD
C
120 FTOT(2)=SEP
FT0T (1) =- 5 EP
FO UB=SLIN-SEP
IF (ABS(FOUB) . GT. 1 . E- 6) K E A L1 = 1
C
C AO CUMULATE EXTENSION ENVELOPES
C
TF (VENP. 3E. VTOT) GO TO 180









C SET IN DICATOR FOR AXIAL STIFFNESS CHANGE
C
K5T1=0
IF (KODYX1 . NE. KODY 1) KST1 = 1
C
C FLEXORAL STATE DETERMINATION
C
C LINEAR MOMENT INCREMENTS
C
CALL BM13
8 B L (1) =BMEP (1) +DBM (1)
BSL (2) =BSEP (2) + DBH (2)
B3EL(1 ) =3.HOT (1 ) -BMEP (1)
BM EL(2 ) = 33 TOT(2)-BSEP (2)
C
C TRACE OUT NONLINEAR PATH ON M-P SURFACE
C
F A CAC= 0.
K 8 AL=3
250 F A CTOR = 1. - FACAC
C
C PLASTIC HINGE ROTATIONS
C
IF (KODY ( 1)+KODY (2) - 1) 280,260,270
260 3 P R (1) =DV R ( 1) *PR2"#DVR(2)
3PR (2) =DVR (2) +PR12*DVB (1)
30 TO 280
270 DPR (1) =DVR (1)





C ELASTIC, 3 ET FACTOR FOR STATUS CHANGE
C
IF (K0DY(I END) . NE. 0) GO TC 110
IF (DBM (IEND) ) 290, 320 ,300
290 FAC=(BMY (IEND,2) -B SEP (TFN 0)) /D BM (T END)
IF (FAC.3E. FACTOR) GO TO 3 20




3 00 FAC=(BSY(IEND , 1) - B SEP (I END) )/D EM (I END)
IF (FAC.GE . FACTOR) GO TO 320
FACTOR=FAC
83 MY=3 MY(I END,1)




C CONTINUING TO YIELD - POSITIVE PLASTIC SORE
C
310 IF (B M EP (I END) * DPP (I END) .GF .0.) GO TO 320
C








C UPDATE MOMENTS AND HINGE ROTATIONS
C
DO 360 IEND=1,2
IF (IEND. EQ.KFAC) GO TO 350
IF (KODY (I END) . NE. 0) GO TO 330




IF (DPPR.LT.0.) GO TO 340
PRACP(IEND) =?RAC?( IF.NB) +DEPR
. GO TO 360
340 PR ACN (IEND) =PRACN{ TEND) +DPPR
GO TO 360
350 BMEP(ISND) = 3BMY
KO DY(I END) =1
360 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK COMPLETION OF CYCLE
C
FACAC= FACAC + FACTOR





C YIELD MOMENTS FOR NEXT STEP
C
370 CALL Y MOM 10
C
C CHECK FOR OVERSHOOT OF M-P SURFACE
C
DO 423 12 N D = 1 , 2
IF (K3DY(I END) . EQ. 0) GC TO 400
IF (BMEP(IEND) .LE.8MY (TEND,1).) GO TO 380
8 M E P(I END) = BMY(IEND, 1)
KB AL=1
GO TO 420
380 IF (BMEP(I END) .GE. BMY (TEND ,2)) GO TO 390
3 M E I' ( E END) =BKY (TEND, 2)
KBAL=1
GO TO 420
390 r F (3M EP' C END) . LT. S3Y(TFND,1)*C.98.AND.BMEP(IEND).GT.BMY(IEND,2)*0
87
1.98) KODY ( IEND) =0
93 TO 420
400 IF (BMEP(IEND) .LE. BMY (IEND,1) ) GO TO 410
B3EP (I END) = BMY (TEND, 1)
K BAL=1
X3 DY (r END) =1
3 0 TO 420
410 IF (BM EP (I END) .GE.BMY (TEND,2)) GO TO 420
BM EP (I END) = BMY (IEND, 2)
KBAL=1
50 DY (I END) =1
420 OONTINUE
C
C ELASTIC AND TOTAL FORCES
C
3BMTOT (1) =BMTOT (1)
BBMTOT (2) = BMTOT (2)
BITOT( 1) = BMEP (1) +BMEL (1) + (EK11*DYR(1)+EK12*DVR(2))*PSH
3M TOT ( 2) =3 HEP (2) *B MEL (2) + (EK12*DYP (1) +EK22*DYR (2 ) ) *PSH
D5 F= (BMTOT (1) - BBMTOT (1) +BMTOT (2)-BBMTOT (2) ) /FL
SFTOT (1) = S FTOT (1) +OSF
SF TOT ( 2) = SFTOT (2) - DSF
C








C DEFORMATION RATES FOR DAMPING
C
430 IF (DFAC. EQ.O.0.AND.DELTA. PI).0.0) GO TO 460
IF (TIME.EQ.O.) GO TO 470
KB AL=1
D / AX = C OSA * (VELM (4) -VEI.M ( ') ) *STNA* (VSLM (5) - VELM (2) )
30 T=(5INA* (VELM (4) -VEIM (1) ) +COS A* (VELM (2) -VELM (5) ) ) /FL
DYR (1) = VEL M (3) +ROT




IF (DF AC. EQ.O.) GO TO 45'1
FAC=DFAC* ( 1 , + PSH)
BMirj8 = BMIOB + (EK 11 * DVR (1) *F!f12* DYR (2) )*FAC
BMJUB=BMJUB+(FK12* DYR (1) +E*22*DVR(2)) *FAC
F3UB=EAL*DVAX*DFAC+FOOB
C
C STRUCTURAL DAMPING LOAD
C
450 IF (DELTA. EQ.O. ) GO TO 460
5DMI=DELIA*ABS (BMTOT (1) ) *S TGN (1. ,DVP (1) )
3 D MJ=D ELT A * A3S ( BMTOT ( 2) ) *SIGN ( 1. ,DYP (7) )




FOUB=FOUB-S DFO + SDACT (3)
SDACr ( 1) = S D HI
SO ACT(2)= S DMJ
SDACT (3) = 5 DFO
c
C SET BP UNBALANCED LOAD VECTOR
C
4 6 0 IF (K3 AL + K B AL 1 . EQ. 0) GO TO 470
KB AL=1
5FUB= (3MIU 3 + BM JOB) /FX
DD (1) = -SFU B *SIN A-FOUB*CO SA
00 (2) = SFUB*COSA-FOTJB»STNA
OD (3) = BMIUB
DO (4) = -DD ( 1)
DO (5) = - DD (2)




470 DO 490 1=1,8
S= BHT3 T (I)
IF (S. LF. SENP (I)) GO TO 480
5 E NP(I)=S
rBNP(I)=TIME
480 IF (S. GE. SENN (I)) GO TO 490
SENN(T)=S
CE Nil (I) =1*1 ME
490 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT TIME HISTORY
C
IF (KPR.LT.O) GO TO 500
IF (KP R. EQ . 0. OR .KO UTDT. EQ. 0) GOTO 540
500 IF (ItlED. NF.O) GO TO 520
KK PP = IABS (KPR)
PRINT 510, KK PR, TIME
510 FORMAT(///18H RESULTS FOR GROUP,13,
1 33H, END MOMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS, TIME =,F8.3///5X,
2 5H ELFM,4X,4HNODF,2X,1OHFLX. YTFLD,2X,7HBENDING, 7X,5HSHEAR,
3 7 X., 5UAXIAI., 12X,23HFTASTIC HINGF ROTATIONS,
4 15X , 5HAXTAI./5X,
5 53 NO.,4X,4H NC.,3X,5H CODE,6X,7H MOMENT,7X,5HFORCE,
6 7< , 5 HFOE CF,8X,7HCUR RENT,4X,9 HACC. POS.,37 ,9HACC. NEG.,
7 3X,10HYIELD CODE,3X,9HEXTENSTON/)
IH E D= 1
520 PRINT 531, TMSM , (NOD (T ) , KODY (I) , 3MTOT (T ) , S FTOT (I) , FTOT (I) , PRTOT (I)
1, P R ACP (I) , PRACN (!) ,1=1,2) ,KODY1,VTOT
530 FORMAT (19,I8,I7,3X,3F12.2,?X,3F12.5/
1 9X,18,17,3X,3F12.2,IX,IF 12. 5,110,F11.5)
C




IF (KODYSC ( 1) .NE.KODY O) .CU.KO0YX(2) .NE.KODY (2) ) KST=1
IF {KST.E2.0.ANU.KST1.NZ.C) KST=1
C
C JPDATE INFORMATION IN CCKS
C
DO 550 J=3 2,88
550 COMS(J) =COM (J)
CO MS (2) =CO M (2)
DO 560 J=1U1,167







COMMON /INFEL/ IMEM, KST , LK (6) , KGEO M ,FL , COS A , SI HA , A (2 ,5 ) ,EK 1 1 ,
1 EK2 2,EK12,PSH,EAL,F.K11H, EK2 2 H, K0DYX(2),
2 KODY (2) ,EMTCT (2) ,SFT0T(2) ,FT0T(2) ,PRTOT (2) ,SENP (3) ,
3 SENN (8) ,TENP (8) ,TENN(8) ,PRACP<2) , PRACN(2) ,BNEP(2) ,
4 SDACT (3) , BM Y (2, 2) , NODI, NODJ, KOUTDT, PR 12 , PR2 1,
5 PMX(3,2,2) , A1 (4,2,2) , A2 (4,2,2) ,
6 PFAC,RATIO,BELTY,X0DYX1,RODY1,XPP,X3RE, EAL1, EAL4,
7 FAL 6,EAL7,EAL8,X5,Y5,P5,X6,XSD,YSD,PSD, TNDRE,
8 IVRTX,IEICG,VTOT,XTOT ,VPACP,7PACN,VENP,TVENP,VENN ,
9 T7ENW,PYP ,PYN,P YNC,REST (30)
C
DIMENSION COM (1) ,COMS (1)
EQUIVALENCE (IMEM, COM (1) )
C
C ENVELOPE OUTPUT, END MOMENT-BUCKLING ELEMENTS
C
00 10 J=1,NISFC
10 COM (J) =C0MS (J)
C
IF (I M EM. E Q . 1) PPIN^ 20
20 FORMAT (358 END M0MENT-3T1CKLING ELEMENTS (TYPE 10)///
1 58 ELEM, IXr 4HNODE, 17X,7HSEMDING,14X,5HSHEAP,14X,SHAXIAL,
2 13 X,8UPL HINGE,7X,14H MAX. AXIAL/
3 58 NC . , 3X, 48 HO. , ^ 7X, 7 H MO ME NT, 3X, 4ITTT.ME ,7X,SHF0PCE, 3X,
4 43TIMS ,7 X,5 HFORCF , 3X,4HTTME,6X,8 HROT ATTO N,3X, 4HTIMS,
5 5X, SHEXTENSTON, 3X , 4HTTM E/)
C
PRINT 30, I MEM, NODI, (SEKP (I) , T F MP (I) ,1=1,7 , 2) ,VENP,TYENP, (SENN (I) ,
HENN(L) ,1=1,7,2) ,7FNN,TVFNN,N0DJ, (SEND (I) , TEND (T) ,1=2,8,2) , (SENN (I
2) ,TENN (I) ,1 = 2,8,2)
3 0 FO RMAT (14, I7,5X,88POSITT7E,3(F12.?,F7.3) ,2 (F14.5 ,F7.3)/
1 1&X,8HNEGATIVE, 3 ('12.2,F7.3) ,2(F14.5,F7.3)/
2 IX, I4,SX,8UP0STTTVF,3 (F12.2,F7. 3) ,F14.5,F7.3/






OOKMON /I N FEL/ IKE H , KST , LP! (6) , KGEO H, FL, COS A , SIN A, A (2 ,6 ) , EK 1 1,
1 EK22,EK12,PSH,EAL,EK11H, EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 KODY (2) ,BMTOT (2) ,SFTOT(2) ,FTOT(2) ,PRTOT (2) ,SENP (8) ,
3 SEN N (8) ,TENP (8) ,TENN (8) , PR AC? (2) , PRACN(2) , BKEP(2) ,
4 SDACT(3),BKY(2,2),NODI,NODJ,KOUTDT,PR12, PR21,
5 PKX (3,2,2) , A1 (4,2,2) , A2 (4,2,2) ,
6 PFAC,RATIO,DELTY,X0DYX1,K0DY1, XPP,X3RE,EAL1,E AL 4,
7 EAL6,EAL7,EAL8, POUT (51)
FORM AXIAL STIFFNESS
KY Y=KO D+1
30 TO (10, 20,30 ,40 ,50 ,60,70,80,90, 100) ,KYY
10 STIF=SAL
30 TO 110
20 5 T IF= EAL1
30 TO 110










8 0 3 C T F= EAL7
30 TO 110






5 J BROCJTIME LAW 1 0
C
3D El MD in /IMFEL/ I»E1,KST,IE (6) , KGEO B , FL , COS A , SINA , A (2 ,6 ) ,EK11,
1 EK22,EK12,PSR,EAI.,EK11H,EK22H, KGDYX{2),
2 KODY (2) , EflTOT (2) ,SFTOT (2) , FTOT (2) , PRTOT (2) , SEN? (8) ,
3 SENN (8) ,TERP(8) , TENN (8) ,PRACP(2) ,PRACN(2) ,BHEP(2) ,
it SDACT (.3) , PSY (2, 2) , MODI, NODJ, KOUTDT,PR12 , PR2 1 ,
5 PRX (3,2,2) , A1 (4,2,2) , A2 (4, 2 , 2) ,




C GENERATE P-DELTA HYSTERESIS CURVE
C







XPP1 = 1 . +-X P P
BE TA-1 ./3.
DEN03= (XPP1-X3RE) + (1. +PEAC) /BETA
XN USR= XPP-X3RE-PFAC
I 5 = RAT 10*X NUMR/DENOH
X5 = XPP-Y5/BETA
SL0P4= (Y5+ PFAC) /(X5-X3RE)
EA L4=E AL*S LOP4
SLOPS = (1.-Y5) / (XPP1-X5)
EAL8=EAL*SLOP8
X6=X5-Y5-PFAC





SUBROUTINE VHTX 10 (/F ACAC/,/DV IX/, /SEP/,/TI ME/)
C
C AXIAL STATE DETEBMINATICN IN TENSION AND VERTEX REGIONS
C
3DMMON /INF EL/ IMF M , KST , LM (6) , KGEO M, FL , COS A , SIN A , A (2 ,5 ) , EK 1 1 ,
1 EK22,EK12,FSH,EAL,EK11H,EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 KOD Y (2) , EflTOT (2) ,SFTOT(2) ,FTOT{2) ,PRTOT (2) ,SENP (8) ,
3 SFNN (8) ,TFN P (8) ,TENN (8) ,?RACP(2) , PRACN(2) ,BMEP(2) ,
4 SDACT (3) ,BRY (2, 2) ,NODI,NODJ,KOUTDT,PR 12,PR21,
5 PMX(3,2,2),A1 ('1,2,2) , A2 (4,2,2) ,







F A CAC= 0.
10 ?ACT0R = 1. -FACAC
KODYI=KODY1>1
IF (KDDYI.EQ.10) KODYI=4
3D TD (23,30,40 ,50) ,KGDYT
C





IF (FAC.3E. FACTOR) GO TC 23
F A CTOR=FAC
SE P=PY N




TENP (5 ) =TT ME
T E NN(6 ) =TI ME
3D TO 60
C
22 FAC= (PYP-SEP) /DSEP
IF (FAC.3E.FACTOR) GO TC 23








C DN SLDPE 1, GET FACTOR ^CR STATUS CHANGE
C
30 DS 1=EAL1*DVAX
IF (EAL1.NE.0) GO TO 34
KDDY1=3




34 IF (DS 1) 31 ,60,32
C
C BUCKLED BOT LOADING
C
31 KO DY1 = 2
SO TO 40
C
C B3CKLING AND CONTINUING
C
32 FA C= (P YNC- SEP) /DS 1
IF (FAC.3E. FACTOR) GO TO 32
F A CTOR =FAC
SEP=rY NC
KO DY1 = 3
C





33 S E P=S EP + F A C TO R* DS1
C
C J P DAT E PLASTIC DEFORMATION
C
VP ACN=VPACN *F ACTOR * DV A X
SO TO 60
C
C ON SLOPE 2, GET FACTOR FOB STATUS CHANGE
C
40 D S 2=SAL*DV A X
IF (DS 2) 41,60,42
C
C BUCKLING AND CONTINUING
C
41 KO DY1 = 1
SO TO 30
C
C BUCKLED BUT LOADING
C
42 FAC=(PYNO-SE?) /DS2
IF (FACcGE. FACTOR) GO TO 43
F A CTOR = FAC
SEP=PYNC






C DN SLOPE 9, TENSION YIELDING
C
50 IF (DVAX. LT*0) GO TO 51






C 11 ELDED BUT UNLOADING
C




6 0 FACAC= FACAC+FACTOP.






80 P HI = P X NC/P YN
C
C MODIFI THE SLOPES 0? « SEGMENTS ON K-P COR 72 IN COMPRESSION
C
03 90 K=1,2
03 90 J = 1, 2
03 90 1=1,2
90 A1 (I, J ,K) =A1 (I, J,K) /PHI
C
DO 100 K=1 , 2
03 100 J=1 , 2
100 PMX(1,J,K) = PHI * Ptf X (1,0,K)
C





C FORM 2*2 FLEX ORAL STIFFNESS
C
OOHMON /I N FEL/ IME S , KST, LM f6) , KGEOM, FL , COS A, SINA , A (2 ,5 ) , EK11 ,
1 EK22, EK12 ,FSH,EAL,EK11H, EK22H,REST (169)
DIMENSION ST(2, 2) , KOD (2)
C ,
KfY=K0D (1) *2*KOD (2 ) *1
30 TO (10, 20, 30 ,40) , KYY
10 ST (1,1)=EK11
ST (2, 2) = ES 22
ST (1,2)=EK12
30 TO 60
20 ST (1, 1 ) =0 .
ST (2, 2) =EX 22H
30 TO 50














C END MOMENT INCREMENT
C
0 0 a HON /INFEL/ TME M , KST , LM (6) , KGEO (1, FL , COS k , SIN A , A (2 ,5 ) ,EK11 ,
1 EK22,EK12,FSH,EAL,EK11H,EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 K0DY(2) ,FEST (16 5)
COMMON /WORK/ DVR ( 2) , DPP (2) , DB M (2) , W (1994)
C
KY Y = K0DY (1 ) *2*KODY (2) +1
30 TO (10, 20, 30 ,«0) , KYY
10 OB M (1) = EK 1 1*DVR(1) +EKi2*rVR (2)
03 H (2). =SK1 2*D YR (1) +EK22*CVR (2)
30 TO 50
20 OB M (1) =0.
DBM (2) =EK2 2 H*DVR (2 )
30 TO 50
30 033 (1) = EK 1 1 H* DVR (1 )
DBM (2) =0.
30 TO 50







5 J BROJ TINE YMOK10
?I ELD MOMENTS FOR CURRENT AXIAL FORCE
13 HMOS /TNFEL/ TWEH , KST, LM (6) , KOEO « , FL,COS A ,SINA , A (2 ,6 ) ,EK 1 1,
1 EK22,EK12,PSH,EAL,EKMH,EK22H, KODYX(2),
2 KODY (2) ,EMTCT (2) ,SFTOT(2) ,FTOT(2) ,PRTOT (2) , SENP (8) ,
3 SENN (8) ,TENP (8) , TENN (8) , PRACP (2) , PRACN(2) ,BHEP(2) ,
4 SO A CT (3) , BM Y (2,2) ,NODI, NODJ , KOUTDT , PR12 , PR2 1 ,
5 PWX (3,2,2) ,A1 (4,2,2) ,A2 (4,2,2) , POUT (63)
F A CC=- 1 .
DD 30 I EN D = 1, 2
FF T=F TOT (I END) *FACC




OD 10 1 = 1,3
IF (FFT.LI.PMX(I,J,TEND)) GO TO 20
10 00NT1NUE
1 = 4
20 38MY=A 2 (I, J, I END) - A1 (T,J,IEND) *FFT
IF (FAC*88HY.GT.O.) BEMY=0.
30 BMY (TEND, J) =BBMY
FAC=-BMY(1 , 1)
BMY (1 , 1) = -BMY (1 ,2)
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News Gothic Bold Reversed
ABCDEFGHI J KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./? $012 34 567 89




ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;: ",./?$0123456 789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:. /?$0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR STUVWX YZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'r,.
Greek and Math Symbols
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